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If you know anyone who may enjoy this 
newsletter please let them know that they 
can subscribe at: 
www.KeepingChickensNewsletter.com 

  
January 2015 

 
 
Hi 
 
Welcome to my Keeping Chickens Newsletter. 
 
Thanks to everyone who has sent in their keeping chickens tips, stories and 
photos etc. - as usual, if you have anything chicken related (tips, photos, stories, 
questions, coops etc.) you'd like to share in future issues of the newsletter or blog 
posts then just email news@self-sufficient-life.com and I will do my best to 
answer / include them.  
 
 
 
Best Wishes 
Gina 
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Subscriber Letters 
 
Lisa McCloud : I had written a 
while back about my huge white 
rooster. Well, here he is for all 
your readers that were interested. 
His name is Frankenstein Tyson 
McCloud and he is something else. 
We still don't know what breed he 
is but he's very handsome (except 
for the food on his face). I do have 
a question though. When we first 
got him and my hens brutally 
attacked him he was a bloody 
mess on his tail for a long time. 
Once his feathers started coming 
back all he got was pin feathers. 
They've been like that for a few 
months. Will he ever get regular 
feathers back on his tail? Is there 
anything I can do to help that 
along? Thank you to all the 
readers who were interested in 

Frank. 
 

My Reply : With normal molting it can vary between individuals as to how long 
the feather re-growth will be (sometimes within a couple of weeks, but others can 
take months) so it may just be that he is naturally a little slow to grow feathers. 
The alternative could be that there may have been some damage done to the 
follicles but if there are pin feathers that is a good sign. Some treats with protein 
such as black oil sunflower seeds (or perhaps a poultry vitamin / nutrient 
supplement) should help give him a little boost whilst he is trying to grow the 
feathers back. 
 

 

 

 
200 Eggs a Year 

 
Chicken Care Guide 

 
CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/200-eggs-chicken-care-guide/
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Mari : Thought I would send you some pics of my gorgeous DORKING flock :)  
I have two gorgeous dorking roosters and three dorking hens. I plan on breeding  
them. I really, really like their personality and they are a good sized chicken.  
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I'm going to cross my welsummers with the Dorking to see what I get since my 
Welsummer rooster died. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Ten Acres Enough 
How A Very Small Farm May Be Made To Keep A 

Very Large Family  
 

A self-sufficiency classic, in this book Edmund details 
the first 3 years of his 'back to the land' experience and 
explains honestly what worked for him and what did not. 
 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS 
 

 
 

 
 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/tenacresenough/
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Laura : Just saw your facebook page and signed up for the newsletter. I am a 
Brit living in Virginia USA. We started keeping chickens 2 years ago. Just 14 
chicks from the local farm store. Now we have 67, all different breeds and 
personalities. We have hatched eggs and have had a couple of our girls do the 
work. They get much better results than the electric egg hatchers I can tell you. 
 
I wanted to pass on a tip for keeping the water defrosted in the winter. This is a 
constant battle where we live as between Nov and March the temps can be below 
freezing all day some days. We have made warmers from biscuit/cookie tins 
with a light bulb inside. These work fairly well, but a wind will freeze the 
surface. Recently I tried old crock pot / slow cookers on the keep warm setting. 
These work very well indeed. You do have to refill them more often, but I will 
take refilling over chipping away ice. And as I said, i have 67 chickens and they 
are completely free ranging / roaming where ever they choose. (including the 
deck, dog house and dog kennel). 
 
Thanks for the newsletters and tips. It is nice to find others as nutty about our 
feathery friends as me. Laura 
 

 
 
Jill : Good Morning Gina, I absolutely love your newsletter. Your wonderful 
with answers and suggestions. I have a learned a lot, totally enjoy all the 
information and pictures from around the world. I've got a problem with rats and 
was wondering if you have any suggestions on what to do? Let me start of that 
they don't live in my yard they live under the shed of my neighbor. Whom 
refuses to do anything about them. I know they don't live in my yard due to the 
fact I have this amazing little Scamp (he is a mix of Jack Russell and 
Dachshund) amazing creature he is! so much fun to watch. He can fit under 

https://www.facebook.com/KeepingChickensNewsletter
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everything in the yard so can't the rats. Makes the chase interesting.They have 
dug hole which I fill in and leave a barrier for when they re-dig they go around. I 
don't want to use poison for a number of reasons. I was wondering about Moth 
Balls? Would they be good to use? At least to keep them from my yard? Or if 
you have any other suggestion I'd greatly appreciate it? Thank you, Jill 
 
My Reply : I can’t remember if moth balls specifically are mentioned but I think 
there were a few ‘smelly’ detterents mentioned as part of the suggestions in some 
of the past newsletters : 
 
in the August '11 newsletter on pages 13 and 14: 
http://www.keepingchickensnewsletter.com/Newsletter/August11/keepingchickensv2_pg13.htm 
and also in the last few pages of the february '12 newsletter: 
http://www.keepingchickensnewsletter.com/Newsletter/Feb12NL/keepingchickens_page12.htm 
 
Using poison can sometimes be a bit risky because even if it is well away  
from the girls and your dog as both would probably eat any dead/dying rat 
they can find so may indirectly be affected. If you use live traps there may  
be rules where you are governing exactly how you can deal with the problem  
and what is allowed once you have caught them (for instance in many countries 
such as the UK it is illegal to drown trapped rats or treat them inhumanely.)  
 
 

 
 
 

Matt Davis : Ginger, Mustard and Pepper - the Spice Hens 
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Jerry : I saw where a person who has chickens would take a head of cabbage and 
tie it to a string and hang it in the chicken yard for the chickens to peck on. 
 

SO, I tried it and they like it. We always save all scraps of food the dog doesn't 
and take it out to the chickens. 
 

After I found the cabbage idea and since scraps are low in the winter, we buy a 
couple heads of cabbage when we go to the grocery and I screw a metal screw 
eye in the stem and hang it in the coop. It takes 17 chickens and 9 Bantams 2 
days to eat it all up. 
 

One grocery let us have a whole box of cabbage leaves when he was restocking 
but another store said they couldn't give us the leaves...  ?? 
 

Still getting 8 to 10 eggs this winter too. 
 
Jerry Brandt, 
La Grange Missouri, 4 degrees wind chill -34, a little snow… 

 

 
 
Twyla : In your December letter people are talking about keeping water from 
freezing, we use a heated dog bowl. It is out in the cold and have not had any 
issues. 19 degrees today and it’s fine. Thanks 
 

Monica : What chicken will sit and hatch the eggs herself and how do I tell 
which eggs have baby chick in it. 

My Reply : Most hens have it in them to go broody and hatch eggs (assuming 
they have been fertilised by a rooster). You can candle the eggs but it is probably 
best not to handle them too much – she will usually push any out of the nest that 
don’t have a growing chick in them. 

 
Michelle : I am meeting more and more people who have chickens, I can't say 
enough about having them - I adore them  it's going to be the chickens coldest 
night they have ever had tonight, so I'm hoping all goes well.  We have black 
copper marans and I have heard that are pretty cold hearty, but I'll be the judge 
of that - once this weather passes. Take care, Michelle 
 
 
 
 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/off-grid/
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Pauline & Jim : Hi Gina, Just love your newsletter..We had a similar experience 
to John with a large black bear breaking into our chicken house.. three times he 
came back & helped himself to several of our girls.. We had almost given up 
trying to solve this problem & then we remembered when we had a problem with 
some racoons we put a small radio down by the chicken house.. left it on all 
night & problem was solved. So we decided to give it a go for Mr. Yogi Bear & 
too our utter surprise it worked!! That big black bear never came back once the 
radio was on & if we hear from neighbours there is a bear in the area on goes our 
little radio.. so far so good. We read that bears are quite territorial so if they hear 
noise or voices they will usually avoid the area.. Anyway, this worked for us & 
we hope it helps solve John's bear problem.. Kindest Regards, Pauline & Jim.. 
Dodo Farm.. Vancouver Island 
 
Christina : This is to the owner whose rabbits and chickens were preyed on by 
the bear: There are two good solutions... 
 
Since the bear found food when it raided your pens, it will return. Bears are 
smart and stubborn, and their whole existence centers on food.  
 
1. You can contact friends or your local hunting club and find one or two 
dedicated hunters that will fill their tag with the offending marauder. This may 
entail finding an elevated perch where they can wait to shoot the bruin with gun 
or arrow. But if bear season is over for the year in your area, you will suffer 
many more attacks before it rolls around again. If the bear is a sow with cubs, 
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she will teach the cubs where this food resource is, possibly creating a whole 
generation of thieves. Neither are sows with cubs legal to shoot. 
 
2. You can buy a fence charger and a car battery to run it, and surround the 
whole area with electrified fencing. But this alone won't stop a hungry bear. It 
will just barge through quite a charge to steal the food. You've got to teach the 
bad bear by giving them a shock right where it hurts - in the mouth! Drape some 
bacon over the electrified wire. Once the bears gets a jolt of that, it will never 
return. I taught a bear this who was getting into my beehives. It works.  
 
Your barnyard critters are worth the effort; don't give up on them because of one 
hungry bear. Christina 
 
Lori : I was sorry to read the post about the damage the bears did to the coop 
and chickens in the December newsletter.  I have a borrowed idea from a man 
who lived in Russia with no power.  He told me they would take 2 foot 
wide pieces of wood the length of their pens and hammer penny nails through 
them.  Then turn the wood over and make a square of these surrounding the pen 
needing protection.   In short no one crosses the bed of nails.  So far for us it 
has worked when a hot wire isn't available or enough and is perfect for bees and 
chickens.  
 
Ernie : Hi, regarding “ BEAR PROBLEMS ”, here on Vancouver Island, the bee 
keepers that set their colonies up in the freshly cut over woods protect their bee 
yards with a few strands of electric fencing. This may well work to protect 
chicken and rabbit habitation. 
 
Carol : Something that may help with John's bear problem (your December 2014 
newsletter): We invited a wildlife specialist with the US Department of 
Agriculture (his job is to help farmers deal with losses from predators) to speak 
to our chicken group last year, and he said that the only thing that will deter 
bears is electricity (i.e., electric fencing). According to him, bears really don't 
like it. Electricity will help with lots of other ground predators also. (Sad to read 
about John's chickens.) Carol, Yorktown, VA  

 
 

 
 

 

Guinea Fowl 
 

A Guide To Raising Guineas 
 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/guinea-fowl-2/
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Jean : I enjoy reading your newsletter and seeing the pictures of everyone's 
chickens and their coops.  My question is for Alysha who sent pictures of her cat 
and Silkie "Tweets" who she said lives in the house.  I have an especially 
affectionate bantam rooster who can't wait for me to show up in the morning (he 
flies directly to me to snuggle and hates to be put down while I clean the coop), 
and doesn't want me to shut him in with the others in the evening.  I've often 
thought he's more of a house pet than a member of the group, and I know he 
would love the extra (undivided) attention.  But how do you control the "mess" 
that a chicken in the house would create?  I'm curious to know how Alysha 
handles that aspect of having a house chicken.  Thanks again for the enlightening 
and entertaining stories! Jean Dickason, Massachusetts 

 

My Reply : Alisha says about managing the ‘mess’ one way is “to just keep the  
chicken in a playpen when not in its cage. Some people use old baby  
playpens, but others get puppy playpens. Setting these playpens up in the  
family room allows interaction with the chicken, but makes it hard for the  
chicken to really be part of the family and get cuddles plus most chickens  
will start jumping out eventually. 
 

Another way is to just let the chickens wander around and not worry about  
it. This really doesn't work if you have carpet, but if you have hardwood  
floors or linoleum a paper towel will quickly wipe anything up. Putting a  
towel over where the chicken sits most of the time catches most of the poo  
and a paper towel takes care of any other messes.” (I think it may also be 
possible to make / purchase chicken diapers). 
 

 


